
Structure of Earnings 2020

Median earnings of wage and salary earners were EUR
3,217 per month in 2020
According to Statistics Finland’s Structure of Earnings statistics, the median for total earnings
of full-time wage and salary earners was EUR 3,217 per month in 2020. Examined by level of
education, wage and salary earners with doctorate level education had the highest total earnings,
EUR 5,057. Besides earnings for regular working hours, total earnings also include all bonuses
and benefits in kind, but not one-off pay items such as performance or holiday bonuses.

Medians for total earnings of full-time wage and salary earners by
level of education in 2020

Level of education has different effects on the wages and salaries of men
and women
On average, a higher level of education produces higher pay than a lower level of education. The level of
education describes the length and target level of education. Longer education usually also means a higher
level of education. More information about the classification of level of education is available here:
https://www2.stat.fi/en/luokitukset/koulutusaste/koulutusaste_1_20160101/.

In all main levels of education from upper-level comprehensive school to doctorate level education, the
median pay of men exceeds the median pay of women by around 10 to 30 per cent, depending on the level
of education. The difference between women’s and men’s median earnings is smallest on the doctorate
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level. The difference in median earnings is biggest for those with lowest level tertiary qualifications, i.e.
post-secondary level qualifications. The commonest group in this level of education is those with a diploma
in business and marketing in post-secondary education (education code 531158).

Medians for total earnings of full-time wage and salary earners by
level of education and sex in 2020

The reason for different pay levels between men and women with the same level of education is that men
andwomen complete their qualifications in different fields, for example. In addition to the level of education,
the field of education and the completed qualification have an effect on pay. Different fields of education
and qualifications typically direct people to different tasks, industries and sectors. The differences in total
earnings between sexes are also influenced by other factors, such as the length of careers or the amount
of extra compensations and overtime related to working hours.

Pay level on average higher in male-dominated fields than in
female-dominated fields
On average, the qualifications favoured by men lead to a higher pay level than the qualifications favoured
by women. For example, the median earnings of those with lower tertiary education (including vocational
tertiary, university of applied sciences and lower university education) show a clear rising trend according
to how large a share of those with a certain qualification are men.

The figure below describes as a specific dot each lower tertiary degree with over 250 wage and salary
earners in 2020. The median for total monthly earnings and men’s share of wage and salary earners with
qualifications have been calculated for each qualification. Qualifications where the share of men is over
80 per cent are mainly engineering degrees in different fields. In female-dominated fields, typical
qualifications are those of Bachelor of Social Sciences and public health nurse. A similar correlation exists
between men's share and pay in all levels of education after basic level education.
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Median for total earnings of lower tertiary degrees and share of men
among all completers of qualifications in 2020

Such qualifications where the shares of men and women are even are those attained by environmental
technology engineers and paramedics, for example. Men’s earnings were eight per cent higher than those
of womenwith the same qualifications among environmental technology engineers and six per cent higher
among paramedics. For these qualifications, the pay differential between women and men is considerably
smaller than the average 31 per cent pay differential for all with lower tertiary degrees. In all levels of
education, the pay differential between women and men is clearly smaller among those with the same
qualifications than inside the level of education.

The data in the release derive from Statistics Finland's Structure of Earnings statistics. The Structure of
Earnings statistics for 2020 provide data on the earnings of around 1.4 million full-time wage and salary
earners and altogether 1.7 million full-time and part-timewage and salary earners. The Structure of Earnings
statistics describe all wage and salary earners for the public sector and those working in enterprises with
more than five employees for the private sector. The top management of private sector enterprises is
excluded from the statistics.

The earnings data released in the statistics are total earnings. Apart from earnings for regular working
hours, total earnings also include pay for any possible overtime and working hour supplements, premium
pays, supplement for location and adverse working conditions, supplements based on duties, professional
skill and years of service, performance-based pay components, compensation for standby and on-call work
and benefits in kind, but not one-off pay items, such as performance-based bonuses. Total earnings are in
gross, so taxes or other payments have not been subtracted from them.
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Appendix table 1. Average monthly earnings and dispersion of earnings of full-time wage and
salary earners in 2020 by level of education

Total earnings, euros/monthSexNational level of
education 2016 Mean9th decileMedian1st decileNumber of employees

2953414527031972108820Total2 Lower
secondary
education

318044852933210867266Men

258534462401186741554Women

3029417028132136544984Total3 Upper
secondary
education

3331454931202309300623Men

2657339125122040244361Women

351649303291236426394Total4
Post-secondary
non-tertiary
education

391853563676269714522Men

302540802834221711872Women

3653527533082451149183Total5 Short-cycle
tertiary
education

434862614068272550577Men

329744233061239498606Women

3656525833382493298445Total6 Bachelor's or
equivalent level 4198602039322700132601Men

3221426130032408165843Women

4709695242752953273785Total7 Master's or
equivalent level 5225772147853235114686Men

4337622039972833159099Women

562482735057362126725Total8 Doctoral or
equivalent level 587086285283365613770Men

536379484818349212955Women

35995357321722621428336TotalTotal

3932587635552425694046Men

3284472029502177734290Women
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